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STEFAN  CZERW IK
ON THE DEPENDENCE ON A  PARAM ETER 
OF SOLUTIONS OF A  L IN E AR  FU NCTIO NAL EQUATION
1. INTRODUCTION. In the present paper we are concerned with 
the linear functional equation
(1) <p [/ (x , t)] =  g (x, t) <p (x ) +  F  (x, t),
where <p (x ) is an unknown function and f  (x , t), g (x, t), F (x, t) are known
real functions of real variables. The variable t is regarded as a para­
meter.
We shall prove that under some assumptions concerning the given 
functions / (x, t), g (x, t), F  (x, t), the solution <p (x, t) of equation (1) which 
is continuous with respect to x  is also continuous with respect to the 
couple of variables x, t.
For the natural parameter the continuous dependence of solutions 
of equation (1) on given functions has been investigated in [4], [2], and 
lor the more general equation
<p (x) =  H n (x, <p [/„ (x)])
in [5].
2. Let us introduce the notations:
f° (x, t) =  x, fn+1 (x, t) =  / [f* (x, t), t], n =  0, 1 , . . . ,
(2) Gn (x, t) =  j f gr [/« (x, t), t],
D — O
(3) F (x, t) — F  (x, t) +  c (t) [g (x, t) — 1].
The functions f, g, F  w ill be subjected to the following conditions:
( i )  The function f  (x, t) is continuous in A =  <  (a, b) X T, where T is
an interval (finite or not), a <  / (x, t) <  x  in (a, b) X  T, f  (a, t) =  a for
t e T  and, for every fixed t e  T, / is strictly increasing in (a, b).
(ii) The function g (x, t) is continuous in A, g (x, t) #  0 in A.
(iii) The function F  (x, t) is continuous in A.
(iv). There exists a function c (t) such that for every closed interval
<C a, /? >  CZ T  there exist an interval <  a, a +  d >  d  <  a, b > ,  d > 0 ,  
a function B(x, t) continuous with respect to the variable t in <  a, /? >  
and bounded in <  a, a +  d > X <  a, d > ,  and a constant 0 <  0  <  1 such 
that the inequalities
exists, G (x, t) is continous and G (x, t) #  0 in <  a, b).
(B) There existts an interval J CZ (a, b) such that lim G n (x, t) =  0 uni­
form ly in J.
(C) Neither (A ) nor (B) occurs.
Now we shall prove
THEOREM 1 Suppose that hypotheses ( i )—(v ) are fulfilled. If, more­
over, fo r every t e  T  case (C) occurs, then the solution <p (x, t) of equation
( 1) which is continuous with respect to x, is also continuous with respect 
to the couple of variables x, t in A. It is given by the form ula:
P r o o f .  On account of theorem 9 in [1] for every fixed t e T  there 
exists exactly one function (p (x, t) satisfying equation (1) and continuous 
in <  a, b). It is given by formulas (7) and (8).
Let <  a, p > X <  a, p >  ■= 7 CZ A be arbitrarily fixed. In view  of (i) we 
have lim /” (x, t) =  a uniformly in I, hence there is an integer N  such that
(9) fn (x, t) ^  a +  d for N  and (x, t) g  I.
According to (iv, (u), (9) we have have for v ^  N  and (x, t) e  I
(4)
(4')
I F  (x, t) I <  B (x, t),
B [/ (x, t), t] <  0  B (x, t)
hold in <C a, a +  d >  X <C a, /? > .
(v ) There exists a constant K  >  0 such that
(5) -pr~r— r  ^  K  f ° r (x > t) e  A and n =  1,2........G„ (x, t)
For a fixed t e T  there are the following three possibilities:
(A ) The limit
(6) G (x, t) =  lim  Gn (x, t)
(7) cp (x, t) =  qp0 (x, t) +  c (t),
where
(8)
F  [f«(x,tU] ^  k  Ô [f » (x, t) ,t]  <  K  S V~N B  [/n (x, t)] <  K  e «-w  s'up B (x, t). 
Gv+1(r,t)
This shows that series (8) uniformly converges in I and, since I has
been arbitrary, the function <p0 (x, t) is continuous in /*.
Now we shall prove that the function c (t) is continuous in T. Let t0 e T 
be fixed and let {tn}  (n =  1,2,.. . ) be any sequence such that tn e T
end Since case (C) occurs, there exists a point xQ e  <  a, a ■+’ d >
such that g (x0, t0) -v= 1, and by (ii) there exists a number M >  0 such 
that g (x0, t0) --j= 1 for n >  M. In view of (3) and (4)
I F  (x0, tn) +  c (tn) [g (x0, tn) 1] I ^  B (x0, tn),
and since {F  (x0, tn) }  and {g  (x0, i„)} converge (the latter to g (xOJ l0) ¥= 1). 
the condition g (xOJ tn) #  1 for n >  M implies the boundedness of the 
sequence {c (tn)}.
Let us suppose that {c (tn) }  does not converge; then there exist 
increasing sequnces of integers {n fc}  and {n„} such that
and consequently
I F  (x, t0) +  s [g (x, t0) - 1] | <  B (x, t0),
I F  (x, t0) +  q [g (x, t0) ^ l ]  | <  B (x, tG).
Hence we conclude that equation (1) has for t =  tQ two different solu­
tions which is imposible (cf. [1], theorem 9). Since t0 has been arbitrary, 
the function c <t) is continuous in T. This completes the proof of the theo­
rem.
We shall show by an example that the conditions (iv ) in theorem 1 is 
essential.
E x a m p l e .  Take <  a, b ) =  <  0,1), T — <, 0,1 >  and consider the 
equation
(10) cp I -  X )  =  (1 +  x) <p ( x ) - x  +  x*+*.
\ x +  1 /
We have
G„(x,.t) =  n (  l + T T - ) , G . ( * , t ) > l
0=0 \ 1 +  vx I
If t e  (0,1), the series
y  F [fn (x, t), t]
J G n+1 (x, t)
n-o
converges if c (t) = 1  (cf. [1]), whence
for t !>  Û : q> (x, t ) =  1— - and q> (0, t) =  1,
^n+l (®»t )
n=o
for t =  0 : 95 (x, 0) =  0 and <p (0, 0) =  0,
and consequently <p (x, t ) is not continuous at t =  0, whence, in view of 
theorem 1, condition (iv ) cannot be fulfilled.
3. We put
n—2
(12) Hn ( x , t ) = ^
1=0
Let x 0 e  (a, b) be arbitrarily fixed. Put
(13) d0=  {(x , t ) : x e < f  (x0, t), x0 > ,  t e  T } .
Suppose that:
(v i) For every interwal <  a, fi >  CI T there exists an x0 e a, b) such 
that
lim G n (x, t) =  lim Hn {x, t) =  0
n-*-oo n->oo
uniformly in ô =  {(x, t) : i e <  / (x0, t), x 0 > ,  16  <  a, P > } .
Now we shall prove
THEOREM 2. Suppose that hypotheses (i), (ii), (in), (v i) are fulfilled, 
and let c (t ) be a continuous function in T  such that F  (a, t ) =  0. Then
equation (1) has in A a continuous solution depending on an arbitrary
function. A ll these solutions fu lfil the condition
cp (a, t) =  c (t) for t e T.
P r o o f .  We put
(15) ip (x, t) =  <p (x, t) — c (t) for (x, t) e  A.
If cp (x, t) is a continuous solution of equation (1) in A fulfilling con­
dition (14), then ip (x , t ) is a continuous solution of the equation
(16) y> [/ (x, t), tj =  g (x, t) ip (x, t ) +  F  (x, t)
such that ip (a, t) =  0 for t e T ,  and conversely. By induction we obtain 
from (16)
(17) Hn (x, t) =  ip [/n (x, t), t] — Gn (x, t) ip (x, t) — F  [/"-1 (x, t), t].
For every function ip0 (x, t ) continuous in <30 and fulfilling the con­
dition
V>o [f  (*o> t), t] =  g (x„, t) • ip0 (x0, t) 4- F  (x0, t), t e T ,
g [/” (x, t), t] . F  ( f  (x, t) t].
there exists a unique function y> (x, t) continuous and satisfying equation
(16) in (a, b )X T  and such that yj (x, t) =  y>0 (x, t) in do1). W e put y> {a, t ) =  
— 0. It is enough to prove that for every t0 e  T
(18) lim  y> (x, t) =  0.
(x , t)->- (a, to)
(x, t) e A
Let us fix  an arbitrary tq e  T  and <C a, P >  CZ T  such that t0 e  <  a, ft > .  
We put L  =  sup I yj (x, t) |. By (v i), the condition F (a, t) =  0 and the con- 
Ô
tinuity of the function F  (x, t) in A, for every e >  0 there exists an N  
such that
(19) I H n (x, t) I <  in ô, n ^  N,
ô
(20) I G„ (x, t) I <  —E— in ô, n ^ N ,
3 L
(21) I F  (x, t) I <  - — in {(x , t) : x  e  <  a, /N_1 (x0, t) > ,  t e < a , f i  > } .
3
Let (x, t) e  ô =  {(x , t) : x  e  (a, fN (x0, t)), t e  <  a, / ? > }. There exist an 
x  e  <  / (x0, t), x0 >  and n ^ N  such that x  =  fn (2, t). (17) gives then
V (x, t) =  Hn (x, t) +  Gn (x, t) y  (x, t )  +  F  [/"-1 (x, t ) ,  t],
whence according to (19)— (21)
I y> ( x ,  t )  I <C e in à
which proves relation (18).
I f  and <p2 are continuous solutions of equation (1), then <p (x, t) =
=  <pi (x, t) — cp2 (x, t) is a continuous solution of the equation
<p [/ (x, t), x] =  g (x, t) <p (x, t).
From [1] it follows that for every fixed t e  T  we have tp (a, t) — 0
and consequently <pt (a, t) =  <p2 (a, t) =  c (t), which completes the proof. 
R e m a r k .  Theorems 1 and 2 are also true for the equation
<P [/ (pC> tl> * * • > t**)] Q (x, tj, . . .  i tn) Ç3 (*^ ) “h x1 (x, tj, . . . i tn)*
*) The proof o f this fact is analogous to the proof o f theorem 1 in [3] and is
therefore omitted.
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STEFAN  C ZERW IK
ZALEZNO SC OD PAR AM E TR U  R O Z W IĄ Z A Ń  LIN IO W EG O  
R Ó W N A N IA  FUNKCYJNEGO
S t r e s z c z e n i e
W  pracy dowodzi się twierdzenia 1 o istnieniu i jednoznaczności rozwiązań 
ciągłych równania (1) w  zbiorze A w  przypadku (C). Podaje się przykład dowodzący 
istotności założenia (iv )
Dowodzi się także twierdzenia 2 o istnieniu rozwiązań ciągłych w  A w  przy­
padku (B) zależnych od dowolnej funkcji.
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